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Get your neighborhood on the information superhighway
with lightning fast Internet service and become a

Mid Century FIBERHOOD!
Phase 1 - Interest Gathering
Log on to www.fiberfastnow.com and fill out the interest form.  (This is not a commitment to take service).  
Talk to your neighbors and have them fill out the interest form too.  Our actual construction plans will be 
based on the interest we receive from potential neighborhoods.

When there is enough interest in a particular neighborhood, Mid Century will determine the number of 
Pre-Registrations needed to move on to Phase 2!  Approximately 35% of the neighborhood is needed.

Phase 2 - Pre-Registration
During Pre-Registration, Mid Century will contact every potential home in a prospective Fiberhood.  This will 
determine how many households are truly interested in our fiber optic network and are serious about taking 
advantage of our super fast Internet and telephone services. (This is when you are committing to take the 
service.)  Approximately 35% of the Neighborhood is needed to move on to Phase 3.

Pre-Registration is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for you.  During Pre-Registration, you will be able to take 
advantage of the unique “Lock in Your Price for Life” opportunity, save $120 or more per year off standard 
pricing, and receive free installation ($100 value).*

Phase 3 - Construction
Once your neighborhood has qualified to be a Mid Century Fiberhood and has received the number of 
Pre-Registrations needed, Mid Century will add your Fiberhood to the construction project list.  Construction 
of a fiberhood takes approximately 60 days, weather permitting.  Once construction is complete, we will start 
scheduling installations.

If you have questions, we’d love to chat.
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Want Fiber In Your Neighborhood?

Lock in Your Price for Life*
No Contract | No Gimmicks | Local Company

Switch to Mid Century
for FREE

*Terms and conditions apply.
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